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This article explores the challenge faced by established media organisations integrating 
digital media in their production. Using a case study of a Danish broadcaster’s use of 
blogs in their coverage of major sports events, it is argued that the challenge is strategic 
in a broader sense, as the move to digital platforms is influenced by economic, organisa-
tional as well as conceptual parameters for roles. It is argued that in order to understand 
the potential and challenges of this case, the peculiarities of the role of sports journalists 
in broadcasting have to be taken into consideration. The case illustrates how their dis-
tinctive engagement with their topic and the audience makes some of them more prone 
to work for pleasure and produce for the digital platform on very unclear conditions, 





ditions.  Still,  discussions  about  the  challenges  involved  when  policy  decisions  are  to  be 
implemented in a specific organisational setting with a certain journalistic culture are rather 
limited. In journalism research, contributions have focused on how journalism in general 
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battle  between  an  old  industrial  model  of  production  driven  by  a  liberal  market  orien-





















Sports broadcasting and new media: A strategic perspective









































































[…] a Web-based form of communication that includes frequent updates and a series of 
archived entries made in reverse chronological order. Blogs often provide commentary or 
news on a particular subject […] (Schultz & Sheffer, 2007, p. 63)
















































[…] the rush to blog has been made with little or no consideration of how this emerging 
technology is being implemented or its consequences for media managers and workers. 
(Schultz & Sheffer, 2008, p. 1)




Managers should clearly outline practices, standards and expectations related to the imple-
mentation strategy: This is especially important given the uncertain nature of implement-
ing a new media technology. Work roles and specific implementation details are still being 























to acknowledge  that  the  role of  sports  journalists deviates  in  some ways  from those of 
other journalists. Second, the role of those involved in sports broadcasting is different from 

























































the  publicly  owned  broadcast  organisation  to  a  private  investor.  The  new  management 



















Creating monetary value and symbolic claims
User-generated content was designated as one of the means for meeting these ambitious 
strategic goals set by a very enterprising new executive management keen on rapidly making 





































acclaim  for  those  who  successfully  complied  with  the  new  task  was  among  the  explicit 











Passionately plunging himself (the executive manager) into the blog universe was indeed a 
very perceptible way of marking his own interest for this field to the employees [sic], mean-
ing that everybody who wished to show their support for him and his ideas knew that they 



















It was strongly emphasised that blogging was an activity meant to take place in our spare 
time […] and my conclusion was that this was setting up severe limitations regarding the 
potentials to use it as a strategic tool.[sic] (Interview, John Jäger, deputy manager of edito-










Making the most of existing skills






































fascination with  the  same great moments,  and  this  is  a productive, underlying basis  for 
engaging in dialogue on a blog: 
Our product involves many feelings. Sport is a kind of entertainment where different opin-
ions about the competitors as either divine creatures or bastards are allowed. I think, this 
easily applies to the blog universe. Many of our employees have been well prepared to 
respond to this […] Many of our employees deal with sport as their profession, but they 
also have a great passion for it. And therefore they also have opinions about it. […] There-
fore they can benefit from blogging in their spare time, focusing on issues and expressing 
opinions that they cannot deal with the same way when making their stories for our pro-






























































































































In this article  I have discussed the strategic challenges that established media,  rooted  in 
old production models, and journalists in sports broadcasting face when they move to the 














































1. In the Danish television market, broadcasting rights to handball have an exceptional strategic status, 
only surpassed by football in terms of both money and exposure.
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